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Figure 1: The Fundamental Problems 
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• The fundamental problems are: 

  (1) The oligopoly—no competition. 

  (2)The public goods aspect of private ratings. 

  (3) Conflict of interest with issuer pays (moral hazard). 

  (4)Methodology issues. 

  (5)Problems in the use of ratings. 

• But finding alternatives to rating agencies is not easy: 

  ----Difficult in financial regulations. 

  ----Impossible for asset managers. 

• The problems this leads to include: 

  ----under pricing of credit risk (can cause crises). 

  ----“Cliff effects” and “pro-cyclicality” (can exacerbate crises). 

• Reforms that don‟t deal with these fundamental problems are not worth 
undertaking. 

• This presentation will discuss some of these issues and make some 
recommendations. 

    

 

    



Figure 2: Are CRA’s A Natural Oligopoly? 
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• Are CRA‟s a natural oligopoly? Yes. 

• They are „experience goods‟—reputation is 
crucial, and that is a barrier to entry. They rely 
on trust relationships. 

• There are hundreds-of-thousands of securities 
that must be measured with a common 
standard—investors can‟t spend time & money 
investigating them. 

• Ratings are used in regulations (Basel, ECB 
collateral & liquidity rules, etc.) and in 
contractual benchmarks for asset 
managers/investors. 

• The problem is more endemic in EU due to the 
early adoption of Basel II. 

• Introducing new competitors—e.g. the entry of 
Fitch—led to serious ratings inflation 
(competition that leads to financial stability 
issues). 

 



Figure 3: Public Goods, the “Free Rider” Problem 
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• Ratings began in 1909 with Moody‟s—a long history. 

• Ratings are an essential service. It is the capital markets equivalent 
of banks doing due diligence by creating “private market 
information” about clients income/expenditure and ability to pay. 
Ratings are public information to allow trading on public exchanges. 

  ----credit risk of the issuer 

  ----a common standard for contracts & regulations 

  ----a means of comparison. 

• In the early days ratings occurred via an “investor pays” model. 

• But a very high public demand for ratings emerged after the Penn 
Central/commercial paper market collapse in 1970. 

• The old model could not work any more due to the “free rider” 
problem. 

  ----So the issuer pays model became convenient 



Figure 4: The Conflict of Interest Problem 
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• In the lead up to the crisis senior tranches of CDO‟s were often classified as 
AAA, even though they were made up of highly-correlated sub-prime 
mortgages, where “pooling” could not eliminate risks. 

• This could have been due to moral hazard problems—helping investment 
banks sell poor quality products to increase their revenue. 

  ----if so it could be easily solved by firewalls, which most CRA‟s 

  now observe (can‟t sell ancillary services to an issuer). 

• But that is not enough, as lack of due diligence was also a problem. For 
example, if a product was insured for payment of mortgages by a monoline 
insurer (such as Ambac or MBIA), they gave a AAA based on the guarantee, 
without exploring the viability of the insurers). 

• This may be exacerbated by lack of competition. But then we have seen that 
competition too can reduce quality (as with Fitch). 

• In my view we need to reform methodology in an open and accountable 
way. 



Figure 5: Methodology & Use of Credit Rating Problems  

• A partial flavour of ratings methodology from S&P are shown in Figures 6-8) 

• Shortcomings in methodology include: 

 --linearity bias (there are so many sub-factors that are scored that the 
average of all scores may be misleading. Certain factors may be much more 
important at different times and we don‟t know how to weight these. 

 --arbitrariness of some factors (e.g. political score)  

 --inflation of ratings over model result can occur after model indicative 
ratings are determined. 

 --lags in ratings (slowness—related to linearity bias) 

 --asymmetry between upgrades & downgrades 

 --verification of the information provided to rating agencies to use in their 
models (“garbage-in”—”garbage out” issue). 

• Shortcomings due to the use of credit ratings in regulations and the market 
include: 

 --pro-cyclicality in Basel  (ratings are reduced in a downturn exacerbating the 
cycle by requiring more capital at the worst time). 

 --Cliff effects with asset managers (selling of assets when ratings drop below 
the benchmark minimums). 
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Fig. 6: S&P Framework for Sovereign Foreign  

Currency Ratings (Source: S&P) 
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Fig. 7: S&P: Determining a Sovereign Indicative Rating Level (Source: S&P) 

  Political and economic profile 

Flexibility 

and 

performance 

profile 

Superior 
Extremely 

strong 
Very strong Strong 

Moderately 

strong 
Intermediate 

Moderately 

weak 
Weak Very weak 

Extremely 

weak 
Risky 

Extremely strong AAA AAA AA+ AA AA- A+ A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Very strong AAA AAA AA AA- A+ A A- BBB+ N/A N/A N/A 

Strong AAA AA+ AA AA- A A- BBB+ BBB BBB- N/A N/A 

Moderately 

strong 
AA+ AA AA- A+ A- BBB BBB- BB+ BB BB- B+ 

Intermediate AA AA- A+ A BBB+ BBB- BB+ BB BB- B+ B 

Moderately weak AA- A+ A A- BBB BB+ BB BB- B+ B B 

Weak A A- BBB+ BBB BB+ BB BB- B+ B B- B- 

Very weak N/A BBB BBB- BB+ BB BB- B+ B B B- B- 

Extremely weak N/A BB BB- B+ B B- B- B- CCC/CC CCC/CC CCC/CC 



Fig. 8:Exceptional Adjustments Factors (Source: S&P)  

• Sovereign foreign currency rating should be within one notch of the 
indicative rating level based on positioning relative to peers 

• Additional deviation possible in exceptional cases: 
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Fig. 9: Not So Bad: S&P Ratings vs Greek Sovereign Spread 

 

 

Source: OECD, S&P, Datastream. 
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Fig. 10: Dealing With the Use of Ratings 
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• Remove reference to CRA‟s in international regulations: 

  ----Dodd Frank 939A requires references to CRA‟s to be removed from 
 regulations and replaced by new standards. 

  ----OECD credit ratings are proposed as an alternative? 

  ----use of CDS & bond spreads, (implementing them in a manner similar to 
 their use in Basel. 

  ----use of minimum capital requirements etc. where intermediaries (banks, 
 brokers etc) are concerned. 

• EU is proposing to amend regulations on CRA‟s, requiring financial firms to make 
their own credit risk assessments—not to rely mechanistically on CRA‟s. 

  ----CRD IV strengthens requirement for banks to carry out their own risk 
 management. IRB assessment to be used where credit risk is important. 

• BCBS aims to deal with cliff effects & pro-cyclicality. 

  ----requiring banks to do their own assessment of risk and not rely 
 mechanistically on CRA‟s. 

  ----enhance the Ratings Based approach with a better focus on key drivers 
 (maturity of securitisations and tranche thickness). 

• But this doesn‟t address asset managers issues. You can stress the need for their own 
better due diligence—BUT HOW DO YOU INCENTIVISE THIS?? 



Figure 11: Reforms For Methods & Use of Ratings 

 

 

Source: OECD 12 

• Reforms required for methodology: 

  --dealing with linearity bias in an objective way 

  --more detailed calibration of ratings factors 

  --more guidance on how ratings factors combine 

  --specific consideration of sovereigns in monetary unions 

  --separate clear treatment of refinancing risk 

  --better analysis of external support factors (IMF, CDS, etc) 

  --better supervisory oversight of models; &  

  --better factual verification of data used. 

• Incentivise this with litigation penalties—for case of negligence where it is 
a substantial factor in losses that result from incorrect ratings. 

 



Figure 12: Dealing With Cliff Effects 

 

 

Source: Datastream, OECD 13 

• FSB Priciples:  

  (1) Remove references to rules where (cost effective) alternatives are 
 available. 

  (2) Encourage independent due diligence. 

• Central banks should lead the way here and remove all references to external 
ratings in their own rules for the quality of acceptable collateral and the operation 
of liquidity rules. 

• Transparency for all participants so that agents can be more diligent and 
independent of CRA‟s: 

  --quality and quantity collateral pools for products (ABS, covered 
 bonds, ETF‟s, etc); on secure websites if confidentiality is important  for 
 commerciality and free-rider issues. 

  --quality and quantity of capital for all intermediaries. 

  --strong disclosure rules for eligibility for collateral. 

• But this is not enough, as it does not incentivise the removal of ratings from private 
sector benchmarks—this is the main cause of selling when ratings fall below 
minimum benchmarks in a specific and mechanistic way; (see platform pays 
below). 

 

 



Fig. 13: Reform of the Structure of the CRA Industry (Part I) 
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• More consistent regulatory authorities (ESMA? SEC Office of Credit ratings?). 
Coordination with prudential regulator. 

• CRA‟s must be registered, supervised and their methodology must be publicly 
available. Coordination with regulatory authorities is important. (US, EU do most of 
these things now ESMA, SEC Office of Credit Ratings).  

• CRA ratings history must be publicly available. Preliminary ratings must be disclosed 
to prevent “rate shopping”. 

• The ratings function and consulting functions must be separated & conflicts of 
interest prohibited (US & EU do this now). 

• Remove ratings from regulations where possible (Dodd Frank yes, EU no). 

• Remove local presence endorsement rules—to encourage entry (EU does the 
opposite). 

• Negligence recourse and penalties. 

• This is all helpful, but may not have a material impact on practices within the 
oligopolistic structure. A more fundamental change should be considered that works 
with the industry and avoids direct government involvement other than supervisory 
oversight—a variant of the platform pays model is worth considering. 

 

 



Fig. 14: Reform of the Structure of the  

CRA Industry (Part II) Platform Pays 
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• The platform pays model: in essence a regulating entity with strong governance would be 
a buffer between the rating agency and the issuer. 

• The platform would direct the issuer to a ratings firm based on expertise & past 
performance (issuers don‟t choose their own CRA). The choice would be broader than the 
current big 3 rating firms. 

  --The buffer would stop cosy relationships from developing; 

  --The platform would be mandated to reallocate business when performance is 
 poor. Plausible new entrants with experience (e.g. Morningstar) could be 
 encouraged to enter. Regulated competition for new entrants would not lead to 
 rating inflation (the Fitch entry experience). 

  --The inclusion of a wider range of rating firms would incentivise the 
 removal of specific ratings from benchmarks in investment mandates (that cause 
 “cliff effects”)—as well as from regulations and collateral rules. Investors would 
 have to look into models and approaches and make decisions if rate 
 shopping were excluded. 

• To be practical and free of political interference the platform could be the exchanges 
themselves—in much the same way that the stock exchange has a regulatory function.  

• The issuer pays for the buffer service (% of notional issue), and passes it on in fees to the 
investor (introducing investor pays by the back door). The platform pays the CRA. 

 

  

 



Fig. 15: A Separate EU Sovereign CRA? OECD? 
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• Should there be a separate EU government CRA for sovereigns?  

 ----Absolutely not—the moral hazard/conflict of interest would be  
 enormous. 

 ----The EU idea to kick out CRA‟s & set up their own agency is like getting 
a speeding ticket arrest for the nth time, saying: 

      “but if you give me a speeding ticket I will lose my licence and I 
 need my car for work. So don’t give me a ticket. And if you do, I will 
 take away your right to give speeding tickets, and I will give that 
 right to myself”. 

• OECD ratings? There is no conflict of interest, but the OECD ratings are 
narrow and relate to country risk in export credit arrangements (for 
dealing in trade with „best-buy‟ multi-national companies from the 
country concerned). The OECD doesn‟t cover sovereign debt or specific 
securities, and certainly doesn‟t have the resources to work on thousands 
of such individual securities. 

• IMF ratings? No, conflicts of interest in their role with sovereigns. 



Fig. 16: Some Quick Answers 
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• Do CRA‟s Overreact? No they mostly under-reacted and lagged the 
market spread in the early phase of the crisis (E.g. CDO‟s, due to moral 
hazard, failure to understand the poor capitalisation of monoline 
insurance companies, etc). But they have improved—and their role in 
Greece was more prescient (see Figure 9) .  

• Should sovereigns be excluded from CRA work? No! Most companies are 
running themselves better than governments. Sovereign bonds play a key 
role in portfolios for institutional investors. 

• Is the EU erecting protectionist barriers to competition? Yes. They have a 
heavy equivalence process. Except for the USA, there is a draconian local 
presence requirement. Ratings done in a 3rd country must be endorsed by 
the CRA registered in the EU, regardless of the issuer.  

  ---local presence is costly and this may exclude large Asian CRA‟s 
 from rating EU securities including sovereigns. This reduces cross-
 border investment and reduces liquidity. 


